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ABSTRACT: The programmable spatiotemporal activation of molecules could be used to create stimuli-responsive biomaterials 

capable of executing multistage sensing and computational processes. Here we develop a method for the activation of different DNA 

molecules in precisely specified locations and times within hydrogels. The activation locations are determined by patterning 

molecules to be released in their inactive form within hydrogels at resolutions of tens of microns, whereas the time of activation is 

controlled by a DNA strand displacement reaction cascade that releases the target DNA oligonucleotides at precisely specified time 

intervals. This programmed activation of DNA from hydrogel substrates thus enables the scalable development of DNA-based 

reaction-diffusion systems that regulate DNA strand availability in space and time. This system could be used as a platform to 

autonomously activate predefined chemical signals embedded within a soft material.     

 

 

 

  



 

 

Cells and tissues execute a multitude of spatially and 

temporally controlled chemical processes giving rise to the 

structural organization of organisms. In the context of 

developmental biology, the shape, size, and duration of 

morphogen gradients hold critical functions for inducing 

disparate pathways of tissue differentiation during 

embryogenesis. For example, during vertebrate dorsal-ventral 

patterning, progenitor domains that eventually constitute 

ventral body segments form in a sequential and directional 

manner in response to morphogen gradients of signaling 

proteins1. Specifically, spatial information, encoded as such 

gradients, induces a programmed order and timescale of pattern 

presentation and development across tissues in a concentration-

dependent manner via genetic regulatory feedback.  

Synthetic reaction-diffusion systems that mimic 

spatiotemporal regulatory mechanisms in biological systems 

have been developed to program complex behaviors in 

synthetic materials. Recently, in-vitro genetic circuits that 

respond to chemical gradients via artificial emulsion-based 

cellular compartments have been used to direct the propagation 

of signals, allowing for the controlled differentiation of 

artificial cells, suggesting how spatial and temporal control of 

chemical activity can induce the formation of geometrically 

defined chemical patterns2.  Additionally, spatiotemporal signal 

control in synthetic sender-receiver systems has been used for 

distributed information processing, which can achieve 

processes such as distributed memory storage3.  Joesaar et al. 

implemented a specific application of distributed information 

processing in a synthetic reaction-diffusion system using a 

microfluidic array of sender-receiver ‘protocells’ that 

communicated with nearby cells and interpreted incoming 

communication signals with DNA computations4. 

A variety of platforms have also been developed for 

executing robust, controlled, spatiotemporal activation of 

chemical species within hydrogel substrates through 

mechanisms that release and/or modify the chemical species 

embedded within the material5–10. Hydrogels have been studied 

extensively due to their potential for recapitulating biological 

environments, such as 3D cell cultures.11 Deforest and Tirrell 

anchored a variety of proteins in hydrogels in 3-dimensional 

space using light-initiated click chemistry and subsequently 

released portions of the anchored protein by further exposure to 

light5.  Azagarsamy and Anseth demonstrated the selective 

cleavage of proteins and other target molecules using 

orthogonal wavelengths, thereby attaining spatial control of 

activation within the matrix.6 Importantly, independent 

activation of molecules within these hydrogels have been 

shown with externally applied stimuli such as spatially 

modulated light exposure, after initialization, limiting 

autonomous material response.  

Programming cell-responsive matrices is another route 

towards achieving self-directed chemical activation in synthetic 

biomaterials; having a portion of the matrix that can be 

degraded by extracellular proteases enables responsivity 

tailored to cell proliferation and migration7. Studies have also 

examined whether spatial or sequential activation of target 

molecules is achievable using physical and kinetic mechanisms. 

These include the triggered release of target molecules (such as 

signaling proteins), using intertwined degradable and non-

degradable polymeric matrices8, changing molecular weights of 

degradable matrices for controlled release of gene-editing 

lentiviral vectors9, leveraging 3D-printed co-axially 

electrospun polymers with tunable rates of diffusion10, and a 

DNA-based sequential release avalanche for controlled release 

of nanoparticles from hydrogels12.  

However, these material systems still require externally 

supplied stimuli to direct each specific stage of activation after 

initialization. An effective method for designing a material 

capable of undergoing complex series of temporal and spatial 

molecular activation cascades autonomously involves encoding 

sets of instructions as a program within that material that are 

independent of and/or do not require the direct application of an 

externally supplied stimulus to trigger each specific activation 

stage after initialization. These capabilities could be 

implemented with a programmable chemical reaction network 

that regulates the times and locations for sequential activation 

of material components that can affect material composition, 

function and/or alter structural dynamics.  

We develop an approach that allows for autonomous 

activation of unique target molecules at different, pre-

determined times and locations within a hydrogel without 

changing the structure of the hydrogel matrix. We use DNA 

oligonucleotides to sequentially release unique orthogonal 

products. Based on the combinatorial sequence phase space 

provided by Watson-Crick base-pairing and the binding 

specificity of DNA hybridization, many sequential activation 

stages could be achieved. Additionally, each orthogonal DNA 

strand programmed for activation from the hydrogel could be 

modified with other small molecules or proteins to modulate 

other hydrogel activation applications13–15. The DNA-based 

reaction cascade is designed so that the amount of reactant 

released, and time scales of activation, can be quantitatively 

varied using clear design rules.   

To attach our DNA complexes to a polymeric matrix, we 

build on work by Dorsey et al.16 who used a 

photopolymerization reaction to link DNA strands to a 

polyethylene glycol diacrylate (PEGDA) hydrogel. To program 

specific spatial DNA strand activation, we crosslink unique 

modified DNA strands in localized hydrogel domains using 

digital photolithography16 (Figure 1). Lastly, to regulate the 

timing of DNA strand activation from different locations we 

implement a DNA-based chemical reaction network that 

sequentially releases strands that can trigger actuation of the 

spatially anchored target strands13.  

We developed a platform for autonomously controlling three 

or more chemical activation processes in a substrate at different 

locations and over multiple time steps, each spanning the order 

of a few hours. Such autonomous control of molecular 

activation within a soft material could be used in applications 

such as drug delivery17,18, and the development of smart 

micromaterials with the capability to sense and/or heal19–21, and 

undergo chemical locomotion22–25 or chemomechanical 

actuation26,27. 

  



 

 

 

Here we studied the spatiotemporal control of the activation 

(i.e. chemical/conformational change) of DNA complexes 

conjugated to a hydrogel (Figure 1). Activation is the strand-

displacement reaction of a double stranded (ds) DNA complex 

that changes its conformation. This reaction is a toehold-

mediated strand displacement reaction, i.e.  a reaction in which 

a DNA strand binds to an exposed toehold, or single-stranded 

region on a DNA complex, displacing one or more of the 

strands in the complex. This process also displaces a DNA 

strand with a quencher label so that activation leads the complex 

to fluoresce and releases an output strand that can then freely 

diffuse. The sequences of the complex and the released strand 

can be chosen by design, and in principle, the chemical labels 

or sequences on an output strand could be swapped so that other 

changes in chemical functionality could be achieved through 

activation. For example, the sequence of the strand that is 

released could be conjugated to proteins, mRNA, or small 

molecules28–31 to direct these species release in tandem.   

We previously demonstrated that strand displacement 

cascades could regulate the times at which different 

oligonucleotide complexes were activated in well-mixed 

solution13, i.e. that activation can be temporally controlled. We 

ask how this method might be used to exert spatiotemporal 

control over activation. To do so, we first chose a prototype 

temporal control circuit that activates three different 

oligonucleotide complexes in a specific, timed sequence. This 

activation is orchestrated by a reaction cascade that directs 

reaction stages that proceed one after another. During each 

stage, a pair of reactions can occur: a Conversion reaction and 

a Payload Activation reaction (Figure 2). A Payload Activation 

reaction releases a single strand with a specific sequence. The 

cascade was designed so that the timing of activation and the 

amount of each complex released during each stage can be 

adjusted by changing the concentrations of the reactants.  

The sequential activation process is orchestrated by a Trigger 

Production reaction which initiates the downstream stages 

(Figure 3a). The Trigger production reaction occurs between a 

single-stranded Initiator and double-stranded Source complex 

that are supplied in significant excess of all other reactants so 

that the reaction continues through the entire activation process. 

The reaction between Source and Initiator thus provides the 

driving force that propels the entire reaction cascade (SI 

Sections S1 and S2). The Initiator and Source react via a 

strand-displacement reaction mediated by a 0-nucleotide (nt) 

length toehold and therefore proceed slowly (approximately 5 ∗
10−7μM−1s−1)32 to continuously produce Trigger0, a ssDNA 

species. 

The prototype activation reaction network contains 3 stages 

in which Payloads are activated. Before these 3 stages begin, 

Threshold Activation occurs during what we term Stage 0 

(Figure 2). During Threshold Activation, Trigger0 reacts with 

a Threshold species in a 7 nucleotide (nt) toehold-mediated 

strand displacement reaction (Figure 3b). This Thresholding 

reaction acts to delay the start of the subsequent stages (SI 

Sections S3 and S4).  The 0 to 1 Conversion reaction, which is 

the start of Stage 1, is mediated by a 4-nt toehold, while the 

Payload 1 activation reaction is a 7-nt toehold-mediated 

reaction. The rate constant for the 4-nt toehold mediated 

Conversion reaction is therefore three orders of magnitude 

smaller than the rate constant for a 7-nt toehold mediated 

Payload Activation reaction, which means that the Conversion 

reaction begins to occur once the Threshold species is 

depleted32 (Figure 3c). Each of the 3 subsequent stages consist 

of a Conversion reaction and a Payload Activation reaction. 

Progress through the stages is driven by the continual infusion 

of Trigger0 from the Trigger Production reaction.  

 

 

Figure 2. Overview of a chemical reaction network that 

orchestrates sequential Payload Activation. Reactions are shown as 

solid shaded rectangles. A slow reaction in the Trigger Activation 

reaction releases a species Trigger0 that first reacts with a 

Threshold complex until it is depleted, creating a delay before the 

start of the release of Trigger1 via a much slower reaction. Stages, 

indicated by dashed rectangles surrounding pairs of reactions, then 

execute a series of paired fast depletion reactions, direct activation 

through reactions with a Payload and Conversion reactions that 

produce Triggeri+1 in a reaction between Triggeri and a 

corresponding Convert complex (see Figure 3a-c). Stage 0: gray 

dashed rectangle, Stage 1: Blue dashed rectangle, Stage 2: Red 

dashed rectangle,  Stage 3: Green dashed rectangle.  

Stage 1, like Stage 0, involves two reactions that have very 

different rates. The first reaction, 0-1 Conversion, releases that 

stage’s Trigger (Trigger1) when Trigger0 reacts with Convert0-

1, a double-stranded species, via a 4-nt toehold reaction (Figure 

3b). The second reaction, Payload 1 Activation, then sequesters 

the released trigger to activate the Payload: Trigger1 reacts via 

a 7-nt toehold reaction with a fluorescently labeled Payload1 

complex to displace Output1, a quencher strand. Stages 2 and 3 

have the same structure as Stage 1.  In Stage 2, Trigger1 reacts 

with Convert1-2 in a 4-nt initiated toehold reaction to release 

Trigger2; Trigger2 then reacts with Payload2 via a 7-nt toehold 

to activate Output2, generating fluorescence. In Stage 3, 

Figure 1. DNA complexes (inactive Payloads) are localized within 

specific regions of (PEGDA) hydrogels via Acrydite linkers. 

Release of quencher-labeled strand in the inactive Payload (the 

Output) via a reaction with Trigger 1 activates the Payload.  



 

 

likewise, Trigger2 reacts with Convert2-3 in a 4-nt initiated 

toehold reaction to activate Trigger3 and Trigger3 reacts with 

Payload3 to release Output3, producing a fluorescence signal 

that can be used to track reaction progress. Additional 

activation steps could be added to this cascade by adding new 

stages consisting of paired Conversion and Payload Activation 

reactions.  

Because of the difference in reaction rate constants of the 

Conversion and Payload Activation reactions, only after 

Payloadn is completely reacted can Triggern react with 

Convert(n)-(n+1) species to release Triggern+1 for the next stage 

(Figure 3a-c). These reactions therefore enforce the order at 

which the reactions occur in the cascade.  The circuit is 

designed so that rate of progression through the different stages 

of sequential activation is controlled by the rate of Trigger 

production, i.e., the rate of reaction between Initiator and 

Source. The reaction cascade is designed so that each Payload 

is completely activated during its respective stage. Therefore, 

the concentration of the Payload activated is controlled by the 

initial concentration of the inactive Payload.  One Output strand 

is released during activation, so the concentration of Output 

strand released is also equal to the initial concentration of 

inactive Payload that is sequestered in the hydrogel (Figure 3c). 

Correspondingly, the circuit is designed so that the delay 

between the end of one activation stage and the beginning of 

the next should be proportional to the concentration of the 

Convert complex. If concentrations of the Payloads, Convert 

complexes, Initiator and Source can be varied from nanomolar 

to micromolar, sequential activation cascades using the same 

toehold lengths could be designed that would activate 

micromolar to nanomolar concentrations of Payloads in each 

stage over minutes to hours, with stages of activation being 

separated from 1 to 10 hours.  

We hypothesized that such a circuit could also control where 

and when different Payloads were activated within a hydrogel 

with approximately the same control over activation times that 

was achieved in well mixed solution if certain reactants were 

each localized to different hydrogel regions.  To evaluate this 

hypothesis, we considered whether we could control both when 

and where a set of Payloads were activated in the example 

activation cascade in Figures 2 and 3a-c.  To construct this 

cascade, we chose example Source, Initiator, Convert, 

Threshold and Payload sequences (SI Table S2) and 

concentrations of each of these complexes that would lead to 

100 nM of Payload being activated approximately every 10 

hours at each stage . At these reactant concentrations, the rates 

constants of the strand displacement reactions imply that the 

fast activation process at the beginning of each stage should be 

completed in less than one hour, while the slow conversion 

following each stage of activation should take 5-10 hours (SI 

Section 2).32 As a result, each activation process should happen 

5-10 hours after the last.  We tested the times that each Payload 

reached 50% activation in an experiment using time-domain 

fluorescence measurements. We found that 50% of the three 

Payloads were activated at 2, 8, 18 hours, respectively (Figure 

S2b), consistent with this prediction. 

 We next asked how we might activate each of the different 

Payloads in unique hydrogel regions according to the activation 

schedule of the sequential activation circuit. We initially 

hypothesized that we would be able to recapitulate the 

activation schedule that the cascade directed in well-mixed 

solution, while localizing activation, by anchoring each of the 

Figure 3. Example reactions from the sequential activation reaction cascade and reaction-diffusion simulations. DNA domains each have 

unique labels (number or letter). Complementary domains have the same labels with and without an apostrophe (i.e., domain 1 is 

complementary to domain 1’). Sequences are given in Table S1 and Figure S1a) The Initiator and Source react to produce Trigger 0. Because 

there is no toehold to initiate the reaction, the reaction’s rate constant is very low (approximately 𝑘0𝑛𝑡 = 2 ∗ 10−6𝜇𝑀−1𝑠−1)32. b) Each 

Trigger i (i=0 shown here as an example) reacts with its respective Convert complex (here 0-1) to produce Trigger i+1 in a 4-nucleotide 

toehold-initiated strand displacement reaction.  The reaction effectively thereby converts Trigger i into Trigger i+1 via a reaction with a 

small rate constant (𝑘4𝑛𝑡 = 2 ∗ 10−2𝜇𝑀−1𝑠−1)32  c) Each Trigger i (1 shown here as an example) reacts with its respective inactivated 

Payload to activate the Payload and release an Output in a 7-nucleotide toehold strand-displacement reaction (𝑘7𝑛𝑡 = 4 𝜇𝑀−1𝑠−1)32. 

Payload activation removes a quencher from the Payload complex, leaving a fluorescent, i.e., active, Activated Payload. d) and e) Reaction-

diffusion simulations of Payload activation beginning from initial conditions (left) in which the stated species are present either in solution 

(gray) or conjugated to a hydrogel (red, green, or blue). Species shown in white text are those initially conjugated to the hydrogel polymer 

network while species shown in black text are those initially present in solution. d) Payloads are localized within the hydrogel and Source, 

Initiator, Threshold, and Convert complexes (S,I, T and Cn-n+1) are in solution. Because there are no Payloads in solution, the reaction 

progresses without the desired delays -- the Payloads are instead all activated in rapid succession.  e) In a process in which damper (non-

fluorescent) Payloads (P1D, P2D, P3D) are both in solution and in the hydrogels, Payloads are activated in the hydrogel at distinct times 

with approximately 10 hours of separation. d) and e) hydrogel depictions not to scale. d) and e) in the model, the hydrogels had 150 µm radii 

with 100 µm spacing between hydrogels (edge to edge).  



 

 

Payloads anchored within unique hydrogels to control where 

activation occurred, and by adding the remaining reactants to 

the surrounding solution. 

We tested this hypothesis by asking what the activation 

schedule would be within an example environment consisting 

of three hydrogel cylinders of radius 150 µm, with 100 µm 

spacing between the circles’ edges.  In this environment, 100 

nM of one of the three types of Payload species was anchored 

within each of the three circular hydrogel domains (Figure 3 

and SI Figure S3); the areas surrounding the hydrogels was 

aqueous buffer containing Threshold Payload, Convert0-1, 

Convert1-2, and Convert2-3 (SI Section S2). 

To predict the activation schedule, we developed simulations 

of the reaction-diffusion process that would unfold in such an 

environment. We then sought to measure the predicted times at 

which each of the 3 locally sequestered Payloads reached 50% 

activation. These simulations used coupled PDEs that were 

derived from coupled ODEs that model the reactions the 

sequential activation cascade (SI Section S5).  We assumed that 

the diffusion constants for ssDNA and DNA complexes were 

both (𝑫𝒔𝒔  =  𝑫𝒅𝒔 =  𝟔𝟎 𝝁𝒎𝟐 𝒔⁄ ) inside the hydrogels16. We 

also assumed that the biomolecular rate constants between the 

DNA species were the reported average rate constants for 

strand-displacement reactions with the corresponding toehold 

lengths in solution13,32–34.  In the aqueous buffer, the DNA 

diffusion coefficients were also assumed to be the same for 

ssDNA and DNA complexes and were set at  𝑫𝒔𝒔  =  𝑫𝒅𝒔 =
 𝟏𝟓𝟎 𝝁𝒎𝟐 𝒔⁄ 13. The initial concentrations of the Initiator and 

Source species were each 2 µM in the solution outside the 

hydrogel and 0 µM within the hydrogel. The concentrations of 

each of the initial Convert complex were 0 nM inside the 

hydrogel. In the solution outside the hydrogel the initial 

concentrations were set to Convert 1−2 = 450 nM,    
Convert 2−3 = 300 nM, Convert 3−4 = 150 nM (Figure 3d, 

SI section S5 and Table S1). The initial concentration of each 

Payload species was 100 nM within its respective cylindrical 

hydrogel and 0 nM elsewhere. The simulations were run in 

COMSOL 5.1 using a two-dimensional geometry consisting of 

3 circles with the radii of the cylinders we designed at the 

prescribed separation. 

The schedule of activation observed in these simulations was 

not the expected schedule in which the times at which each of 

the stages reached 50% were each separated by 10 hours.  

Instead, during the simulation, all Payloads were activated at 

roughly the same time, rather than the Payloads being activating 

in sequential stages separated by 10 hours as they were in well-

mixed solution (Figure 1d).  

To understand this behavior, we looked at the concentrations 

of the different species across the reaction environment and 

over time and compared these concentrations to those predicted 

by the simulation of the same sequential activation process in 

well-mixed solution. We found that Trigger 1, 2 and 3 

molecules were released much faster in the spatiotemporal 

activation process we designed than in well-mixed solution. We 

hypothesized that these differences in timing were caused by 

the fact that in the spatiotemporal activation process, the 

Payloads were present only within the hydrogels and not in the 

surrounding solution. A Payload for a given stage acts as a sink 

for that stage’s Trigger molecule, and only after all the Payload 

is activated should that trigger molecule react with the Convert 

species that releases the Trigger for the next stage. Over time in 

the simulation, Triggern accumulates faster in the solution than 

in the hydrogels, but in solution, there is no Payload to react 

with it. Even though the Payload in the hydrogels is not yet 

depleted, Triggern can react with its corresponding Convert 

complex, allowing the next stage to begin. The cumulative 

effect of the premature initiation of new stages outside of the 

hydrogel domains is that multiple stages can proceed in tandem, 

so that Payloadn+1 begins to activate before Payloadn activation 

completes. For example, within the hydrogel containing 

Payload2, Trigger2 will tend to first react with an anchored 

Payload2 prior to reacting with a Convert2-3 species because 

both are present within the gel and the reaction with Payload2 is 

much faster than the reaction with Convert2-3. However, in the 

surrounding solution, Convert2-3 is present, but Payload2 is not.  

Thus, Trigger2 reacts with Convert2-3 before the Payload2 in the 

hydrogel is depleted.  

Payloads thus act as a damper for downstream Trigger release 

occurring through conversion reactions. Because the solution 

outside of the hydrogels contains no Payload, Trigger is 

released in this solution more rapidly than it is within the 

hydrogel regions that contain the Payload for that Trigger 

species.  We therefore hypothesized that proper delays in 

activation could be restored by introducing molecules that act 

as dampers for Trigger accumulation outside of the hydrogels 

where activation should occur. We designed damper Payloads 

(PayloadDn) that react with their respective Trigger species at 

the same rate as regular Payloads but during this reaction, the 

damper Payloads do not become fluorescent, and thereby are 

“nonfunctional” (SI Figure S4). In other cases, the output 

strand of a Payload could be conjugated to mRNA, aptamer, 

protein, or other small molecules, so that the output of a damper 

Payload could be nonfunctional in that it lacked these 

modifications. Simulations of the spatiotemporal activation 

process in which  100 nM of each PayloadD was presented 

initially solution, produced the desired kinetics of activation for 

the hydrogel: an initial delay of roughly 5 hours for 50% 

activation of the first hydrogel patterned with Payload1 

followed by roughly 10 hours of separation between the 

activation of each subsequent Payload patterned within the 

respective hydrogel domains (Figure 3e).  

Simulations also suggested a key advantage of this design:  

the timing of a given Payload’s activation program was not 

significantly affected by the size or shape of the region it should 

be activated from (SI Figure S5). This observation suggests 

that the method for designing sequential activation process and 

adopting them for spatiotemporal control using patterning and 

damper payloads could be a general approach for designing 

spatiotemporal activation schedules for a wide variety of 

patterned hydrogel structures. Simulations also showed that 

when the concentration of Payload was decreased and PayloadD 

increased so that the sum of the concentrations of PayloadD and 

Payload was unchanged, the concentration of Payload activated 

was altered but the timing of activation cascade was unaffected 

(SI Figure S6).  

Varying the diffusion constants of all the ssDNA and DNA 

duplexes in solution and in hydrogel over 2 orders of magnitude 

in our simulations resulted in almost no change in activation 

rates or activation timing (SI Figure S7), suggesting that the 

sequential activation cascade could direct spatiotemporal 

release of molecules of different sizes within a range of 

hydrogels with different mesh sizes. Varying all the rate 

constants for the reactions of the sequential activation cascade, 

in contrast, had a strong influence on the activation schedule: 

lowering each of the rate constants of the 0-nt 4-nt, and 7-nt 

toehold strand displacement reactions by 50% caused the times 

at which 50% activation for each stage occurred to double. (SI 



 

 

Figure S8). Therefore, the hydrogel sequential activation 

process we designed is expected to operate in a reaction-limited 

rather than diffusion-limited regime. 

 Simulations also indicated that all the Payload complex 

sequestered in the gel is activated at that location (SI Figure 

S9). This result suggested that when patterning the hydrogels 

that contain Payloads, controlling the concentration of Payload 

that gets activated requires controlling how much DNA is 

patterned in each hydrogel domain.   

To make hydrogel domains where the amount of DNA 

patterned within them is well-controlled, we used digital 

photopatterning to generate DNA-functionalized PEGDA 

hydrogels (PEGDA (Mn = 575), a UV photoinitiator (Omnirad 

2100)) within microfluidic flow cells16 (see SI Section S6 and 

Figure S10 for process details). To determine the concentration 

of DNA in patterned hydrogels, we measured how much DNA 

remained in photopolymerized to the hydrogel, i.e. the 

crosslinking efficiency of DNA. We photopolymerized 

hydrogels containing a dsDNA complex, (Payload 3 without the 

hybridized quencher strand, termed P3FA) consisting of a 

strand with an acrydite group hybridized to a strand with a 

fluorophore modification, so that changes in fluorescence   

could be used to quantify crosslinking efficiency (see SI Table 

2 for sequences). The dsDNA complex was photopatterned 

within a cylindrical hydrogel with radius 150 µm and height 

100 µm were polymerized containing 100 nM P3FA. To 

remove non-crosslinked DNA, we then washed the gel with 

aqueous buffer for 12 hours using the washing protocol detailed 

in Dorsey et al.16. The change in fluorescence of the hydrogel 

when comparing the gel directly after photopatterning to the 

same gel after the 12-hour wash indicated a crosslinking 

efficiency of DNA of 55 ± 3.9% (n = 3 gels, mean ± s.d.) (SI 

Section S7 and Figure S11). We thus assumed half of the 

Payloads would remain conjugated to the hydrogel after 

photopolymerization in subsequent experiments.   

To test the spatiotemporal activation process we designed, we 

patterned 3 separate 150 µm diameter cylinders such that the 

first cylinder contained anchored Payload1, Threshold, and 

PayloadsD2,3, the second hydrogel contained anchored Payload2, 

Threshold, and PayloadsD1,3, and the third hydrogel contained 

anchored Payload3, Threshold, and PayloadsD1,2. After 

patterning each of the cylinders and washing them to remove 

unanchored DNA, we next added solution to the microfluidic 

flow cell containing the Source, Initiator, and the Convert, 

Threshold, and freely diffusing PayloadsD species for each of 

the three stages. The concentrations of each molecule inside 

each hydrogel and the surrounding solution were those 

designed and tested in simulation and are given in Figure 3e 

and SI Table S1. We hypothesized that the cascade would 

activate the stages sequentially according to the programmed 

schedule of activation (Figure 4a). We observed that after the 

reactant solution was added, the Payloads in the 3 cylindrical 

domains activated sequentially. The 3 hydrogels reached 50% 

activation after 10 hrs, 19 hrs, and 36 hrs respectively (Figure 

4b), consistent with the predictions of the simulations.  

We next asked whether the times at which the different 

Payloads activated were largely independent on the sizes and 

shapes of hydrogel domains containing the Payloads, as the 

simulations predicted (SI Figure S5). To do so, we created two 

additional 3-domain hydrogel patterns (Figure 4a) in which the 

same sets of Payloads and Threshold were anchored to each of 

the three domains as were in the experiments with 3 hydrogel 

cylinders. We added solution containing the same 

concentrations and types of DNA complexes (Source, Initiator, 

Convert, damper Payloads) surrounding each pattern as were 

used in the experiments with 3 cylinders to sequentially activate 

the anchored Payloads in each hydrogel domain. The first 

cylinder (leftmost in Figure 1e) contained 100 nM of Payload 

1, the second cylinder (center in Figure 1e) contained 100 nM 

of Payload 2, and the third cylinder (rightmost in Figure 1e) 

contained 100 nM of Payload 3. The leftmost hydrogel also 

contained 100 nM of Threshold, PayloadD2 and PayloadD3. 

Similarly, other two hydrogels contained 100 nM of Threshold 

and the two types of damper Payloads that were not present in 

their active forms. We observed similar activation times for 

both types of geometries: for the “D-N-A” pattern, mean 50% 

activation of stages 1, 2 and 3 corresponded to 11, 21, and 29 

hours (Figures 4a,c and Supplementary Video 1); for the 

concentric stars, mean 50% stage activation corresponded to 14, 

23, 28 hours for stages 1, 2, and 3 respectively (Figures 4a,d 

and Supplementary Video 2). For all three hydrogel domains 

tested, we observed a mean separation between the activation 

of 50% of each stage of 9.7 ± 3.6 hrs (mean ± s.d.). These results 

support the hypothesis that diffusivity of the reaction species 

was not a significant factor for controlling stage activation 

behavior (SI Figure S7).  

    



 

 

 

Figure 4: Sequential activation of Payloads within multi-domain hydrogels. a) Three different gel domains activated sequentially over a 

span of 50 hours using the DNA strand-displacement circuit shown in Figure 2 (sequences and concentrations in SI Table S1 and S2). The 

hydrogels and the Payloads and Convert complexes are initialized as shown in Figure 3e. Binary masks used to photopolymerize each 

domain are shown as subpanels to the left of the t=0-hour micrographs. b-d) Spatially averaged fractions of activation of the three patterned 

domains over time. b) Fraction of activation of three patterned cylindrical hydrogels shown in the top panel of a). c) and d) Fraction activated 

of the hydrogels shown in the middle and bottom panels of a, respectively. b-d are generated as described in Section S9. 

 

Here we demonstrate a means to autonomously direct 

activation of different DNA molecules at specific times and 

locations by leveraging photolithography to localize 

components and DNA-based chemical reaction networks to 

direct the timing of activation. We show that a molecular circuit 

which controls 1) the delay of activation of a payload and 2) the 

time over which a total dose of payload is activate, can likewise 

control the timing of these processes in a two-phase system 

consisting of hydrogel and surrounding solution. We further 

adopt this circuit to also control both where and when activation 

occurs in an architected hydrogel. Characterizing the dynamics 

of a model system of DNA-programmed pattern presentation 

within a hydrogel substrate facilitates the design of more 

sophisticated biomolecular programs of timed spatial pattern 

presentation. Such systems could leverage transcriptional 

machinery to continuously and repeatably35–38 execute designed 

spatiotemporal responses in conjunction with changing 

environmental cues or interface with small molecules or 

proteins using DNA/RNA aptaswitches15,39–41. Since our system 

uses biocompatible components for the hydrogel backbone 

(PEG) and a DNA circuit for sequential activation, we envision 

this system being useful for developing sophisticated growth 

factor and therapeutic release gradients within 3D cell cultures 

or implanted substrates11, coordinating sequential signaling 

events within hydrogels42,43, and could direct spatiotemporal 

regulation of cell matrix properties in tissue engineering 

applications44,45.  

Other applications for the sequential activation circuit library 

could be used to accomplish more complicated tasks, such as 

chemo-mechanical actuation or localized delivery of 

therapeutic nucleic acids to diseased tissues46–49. The material 

system developed here enables autonomous control of the 

reaction network after initialization, which makes the system 

capable of undergoing a complex set of spatiotemporal 

instructions to direct material composition or function without 

external intervention.
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